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In 1994,the young architect clled Amsterdam create architectural
historical artwork -Erasmus. the bridge with diagonal cable that scan
2600 foo by its splendid body, it has been named as Swan bridge due
to its elegance,also the bridge with extremely stable structure and
marvelous load-bearing ability.
We introduce the cassic of architectural history into office fumiture.
In order to create the office space of integrated appearance with
structure, we use Erasmus architectural idea to create many combined
manners and form
eliegant, high-efficient, easy-communicative office space by graceful
design style, accurate measurable structure and load-bearing.
So,Spark is name as the work bridge in SUNON.
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The Beauty of the mechanics
Holland Erasmus bridge-the most beautiful bridge with diagonal
cable,75 degree,combine the aesthetics and mechanics
Spark's creative resource is from Erasmus bridge,75 degree
steel leg show to be graceful and powerful,display the betuty of
aesthetics.
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Break Angle Desktop Of Executive Table
( 2200*1800*750 )

Commercial office, diversified storage
Thin desktop design, graceful and good-looking,Side cabinet
storage with classified design,reasonable space layout
design,break angle desktop design,meet daily work demand and
can be used as informal conference or reception.
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75° angle leaned steel leg design
Steel leg appearance resemble swallow tail,graceful and
powerful,fashionable and simple
75° degree can greatly decompose load-bearing,it is very stable
triangle structure
The leg is hollow,adopt balance and symmetry design,it is
finished by the process of cold-roll steel casting,resist the
bending strength and strain reached to its extreme.

Side cabinet classified
storage

CPU heat emission hole

Side cabinet wire box
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2250*1880*750/2450*1880*750
Rectangle Workstation manager desk, which is different from L
shape manager desk, is simple, fashionable, and can meet the
needs of different people.

Square Desktop Of Executive Desk

Desktop Cabinet Pin Panel

Separated office system,reasonable classified storage
Separated office system,meet private office demand,separated
desk screen design,to help people focus their attention,side
cabinet+high cabinet with creative storage manner,concise
classification,and easy to fetch something.
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Communication beauty
It can bring promotion and development by efficient
communication such as colleague communication,department
cooperation,team discussion etc.
Spark series,multi-combination show high-efficient and ordered
office model.
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The Combination Of Staff
Workstation's Middle Axis Cabinet
Flexible combination,efficient to work
Middle axis cabinet design,flexible
partition,strong storage,orderedplan,make
full use of space,free combination
form,facilitate each workstation
communication and cooperation,make our
work more efficient.
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The Combination Of Staff
Workstation's Middle Axis Cabinet
Focus work,integrated side cabinet
Side cabinet adopt polyester fiber
sound-proof panel,can reduce the noise
spread,focus their attention,efficieent
office space,pin can penetrate into pinup
panel to record work matters ,make our
work more timely and orderty.

Fabric Screen Combination Of Staff Workstation
Various color,brisk office environment
Spark own various fabric screen choice,smooth texture,can
be used to the separated and independent work demand,also
can bring necessary visual effect when communication.
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Free combination,to match conference table, make work and
conference to be more matchable; Side cabinet design,can plan
the space reasonably based on area,form systematic office space.
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Side Cabinet Staff Workstation Combination
Ordered space,reasonable plan
Combination of workstation with screen,form
efficient, dedicated and separated office space
Integrated classifed side cabinet design,reasonable
space layout,make work orderty.

Personalized design for the feet plate,protect floor

Screen+modesty panel design

Side cabinet with large space classification
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Work Beauty
The glamour of work depend on that you enjoy the struggle,share
the success when you engaged in one project,enjoy work
beauty,which is the best proof for process.
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linear shape thin screen staff
workstation combination
diversified combination,
communication and cooperation
Staff workstation combination manner is
more flexible, can match series products,form different functional area, the ordered
wire management system under.
desktop,fx the messy problems, make
office environment to be more tidy and
well-organized .
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With 75 degree obligue leg, the product is light and graceful.

With imported felt material, it is soft and comfortable, easy to
clean, and soundproof.

“ 十 ” word staff table
With quiet and fresh working environment, we can work happily and efficiently.
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“工”word staff table
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Conference System
Diversified match, momentary communication
Spark series conference table can match different combined
staff system, can be matched contemporary or small scale
communica- tion demand preferably as conference area simple
steel leg design,promote products light weight design,match
integrated series style, make the space configuration more
coordinate and uniform.

Meeting table
Meeting discussion,help team members
to communicate
Desktop adopt thin edge design,more
fashionable and graceful;
Adopt vertical wire box as the supporting
leg in the middle position, make
the meeting table have strong wire
management .more stable and provide
the power source support during meeting.

desktop wire box (can be used to put
stationgery)
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Happy Area
No1 Team Area Of Four People

Executive Area

Brain Storm Area

No2 Team Area Of Five People
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Executive Desk

Workstation

DS88

DS87

DS86L / DS86R

DS86L / DS86R

DS88L.22/DS88R.22

W1800*D900*H750
W2000*D900*H750

W2250*D1880*H750
W2450*D1880*H750

W1800*D1580*H750
W2000*D1580*H750

Independent Staff Workration

DS60

DS61

DS621

DS63

Single Workstation
W1200*D600*H750
W1400*D700*H750
W1500*D700*H750
W1600*D700*H750

Double Workstation Of Singe Row
W2400*D600*H750
W2800*D700*H750
W3000*D700*H750
W3200*D700*H750

Middle Workstation Of Singe Row
W1200*D600*H750
W1400*D700*H750
W1500*D700*H750
W1600*D700*H750

Double Workstation
W1200*D1212*H750
W1400*D1412*H750
W1500*D1412*H750
W1600*D1412*H750

DS65

DS625

Four Seat Workstation Of Double Seat
W2400*D1212*H750
W2800*D1412*H750
W3000*D1412*H750
W3200*D1412*H750

Middle Workstation Of Double Row
W1200*D1212*H750
W1400*D1412*H750
W1500*D1412*H750
W1600*D1412*H750

DS50L.14/15/16
DS50R.14/15/16
W1400*D1355*H750
W1500*D1355*H750
W1600*D1355*H750

DS530L.14/15/16
DS530R.14/15/16
DS520L.14/15/16
DS520R.14/15/16
W1400*D1355*H750
W1500*D1355*H750
W1600*D1355*H750

DS57.14/15/16

DS51.14/15/16

DS52.14/15/16

W2800*D1355*H750
W3000*D1355*H750
W3200*D1355*H750

W2800*D1355*H750
W3000*D1355*H750
W3200*D1355*H750

DS54.14/15/16

DS55.14/15/16

W1400*D2710*H750
W1500*D2710*H750
W1600*D2710*H750

W2800*D2710*H750
W3000*D2710*H750
W3200*D2710*H750

DSCGL/DSCGR

DSSDGL/DSSDGR

DSDDG

Middle Axis Cabinet
W1500*D640*H725

Side Cabinet
W1500*D400*H725

Double Faced Top Cabinet
W1400*D280*H572

Single Faced Top Cabinet
W1400*D280*H572

W1400*D2710*H750
W1500*D2710*H750
W1600*D2710*H750

DS77.32

DS76.24

DS78.20

DS75.10

W3200*D1400*H750

W2400*D1200*H750

W2000 *D1000*H750

W1000 *D1000*H750

Material

Combined Staff Workration Of Cabinet
+
S-50

S-29

+
Double Workstation With Cabinet
W1200*D1212*H750
W1400*D1412*H750
W1500*D1412*H750
W1600*D1412*H750

Single Workstation With Cabinet
W1200*D600*H750
W1400*D700*H750
W1500*D700*H750
W1600*D700*H750

DS56.14/15/16
W2800*D2710*H750
W3000*D2710*H750
W3200*D2710*H750

Meeting Table

DSZGL/DSZGR

DS67

W2800*D1355*H750
W3000*D1355*H750
W3200*D1355*H750

DS534.14/15/16
DS524.14/15/16

W2800*D2710*H750
W3000*D2710*H750
W3200*D2710*H750

Combined Staff Workration Of Cabinet

DS66

DS53L.14/15/16
DS53R.14/15/16

S-43

+
S-29

S-37

S-29

S-57

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

DS75.10
1000*H750

